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The International Ship and Port Facility Security Code, 2002
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SMS
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International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships
Marine Blockchain Labs
Marine Environment Protection Committee
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Shipping Emissions Monitoring Verification and Reporting, developed by
BLOC
Maritime Transport International
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Proof of Authority, a blockchain validation algorithm
Proof of Stake, a blockchain validation algorithm
Proof of Work, a blockchain validation algorithm
Prime Shipping Foundation
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Safety Management System
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International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and
Watchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978/1995/2010
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IMO Verified-Gross-Mass (VGM) regulation, part of the SOLAS treaty
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1 Introduction to Blockchain Technology
1.1

Blockchain Technology Overview
A blockchain is a digital ledger made up of linked entries, referred to as blocks, that,

depending on the application, store some form of data. Cryptocurrencies, for instance, are
designed to record information regarding financial transactions. To decentralize the technology,
copies of a blockchain are shared and stored on all computers in a common network rather than
on a central server alone. No copy is considered more credible than another, and all changes
must be mutually verified, usually using a proof-of-work or proof-of-stake system. Collaboration
between computers to maintain the blockchain eliminates need for a centralized authority. By
design, this structure resists unauthorized modifications and allows for verification of
transactions between parties due to its immutable nature. Although these features hold for most
instances of blockchain, it is important to note that there are various implementations of the
technology, each having unique advantages and disadvantages. The issues discussed in the
sections of this report are in the context of the maritime sector, but are relevant to any agency
from the local, state, and federal level when considering blockchains for energy and
transportation issues (Winebrake et al., 2019)1.

1.2

Transactions on Centralized Systems
Many of the transactions we make on a daily basis require a central agent, whether it be a

bank, email platform, or ridesharing app. These central agents or organizations often charge fees
for their services and slow down the exchange process. The user is required to trust these central
agents. In the case of a financial transfer, for instance, we trust banks to not only complete the
exchange without fraudulent interference, but to also keep a record of the transfer including
pertinent details. There is little work required from the sender’s or the receiver’s end; rather, the
onus is on the bank to successfully complete the task. Although this system has traditionally

1

Some of the material in this report draws on research conducted by the authors of this report, in previous

work conducted for the New York State Energy Research & Development Authority on a similar topic (Winebrake
et al., 2019).
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worked well, its concentration of workload on a single entity is inefficient and increases security
risks.

1.3

Decentralized Networks and Distributed Ledgers

1.3.1 Decentralized Networks
In a decentralized network, peers or “nodes” (computers) communicate with one another
without a central server. Rather than having a single entity control all the data in a system, in
decentralized networks information is directly available to all participants, with each node
storing equally valid copies of files and documents, thus avoiding the need for trusted third
parties. Having no point of central storage also makes information on networks less vulnerable to
being tampered with and guarantees that systems will remain operational if certain nodes
malfunction.
If there are too many nodes in a decentralized network, there may be a need for high
performance nodes called “supernodes” that are better equipped to handle data flow. These nodes
facilitate communication similar to servers in a centralized model and increase speed. Rather
than a true distributed network, decentralized networks that use supernodes tend to follow a
small world model, wherein all nodes are not neighbors or connected directly to one another, but
most nodes can be reached by other nodes through a few hops or steps (Hui et al., 2004).

1.3.2 Distributed Ledger
A distributed ledger is a record of transactions that can be accessed anywhere across a
decentralized network. Information on the ledger is stored securely, with each entry having a
unique cryptographic hash, digital signature, and timestamp values. All participants in the
network have the ability to make additions to the record, which are then copied and distributed to
the network once validated. All nodes hold a copy of the distributed ledger.

1.4

Mechanics of Blockchain

1.4.1 Transactions
As the name suggests, blockchain technology involves producing an unbroken “chain” of
“blocks”. Each block contains:
•

Data, which depends on the type of blockchain. Cryptocurrencies, for example, store
information about sender, receiver, amount of currency sent and received, etc.;
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•

Hash: the unique ID of the block; clock/modular arithmetic is used to create it, so the
hash cannot be replicated or reversed; and,

•

Hash of previous block: Including the hash of the previous block creates a chain of
blocks, which increases security, because this means to tamper with one block, it is
necessary to change hashes of all following blocks).
The nature of a transaction is one of the key concepts to understand in blockchain

technology. A transaction may be conceptualized as a transfer of value from one party to
another. In the context of blockchain, a transaction also includes additional information
documenting the exchange details. Transactions may take many forms, including the trading of
goods and services for monetary compensation, the exchange of knowledge and information, or
the trading of assets. Transactions need not be financial, but the transfer of information, and the
subsequent ownership of that information must be clearly defined.

1.4.2 Creating Blocks
New transactions on the blockchain network are timestamped and broadcast to each node
in the network. Transactions are digitally signed by the seller and the buyer using a public key
and a private key, both of which are unique digital signatures, and so ensure identity and validity.
Public keys are known by all participants, while private keys are only known by the owner.
Information can be sent from one node to another using the node’s public key, but only the
owner of that node can access that information using a private key. After verifying the
transaction, new transactions are collected into blocks of transactions (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Transactions are verified by nodes and then bundled into blocks (Source: Winebrake et al., 2019)

1.4.3 Hashing
Hashing involves converting information into a unique digital fingerprint using hash
functions. Regardless of the size or type of the input data, hash functions transform information
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into a unique fixed-length output string called a hash value or hash number. Though identical
inputs produce identical hash values, small changes in inputs result in very different hash values.
For example, the hash values in Figure 2 for “Shipping” and “shipping” share no similarities
with each other, nor do they with the hash value for “Ship.” Similarly, if a single character in a
document were changed, and the document were re-hashed, a completely different and unique
string of output characters would result. Hash functions are uni-directional and pseudorandom,
meaning that someone would not be able to decipher (or reverse engineer) the original input data
by knowing the hash values, as hash values do not relay any information about the original input
data. Reversing hash functions requires a very large amount of computing power, to the point
that doing so is infeasible.

SHA-256 Hash Function
Ship

40970cf7b5e2e4deffe19b3447affc897de1f9ee34b8a391cf6975be024e2ed1

shipping

ad5751430e295f0cec2699f46778f40bdb2eb477a14312407eabade774472435

Shipping

740062676a3134f36f0f0fc90152e91a417d0d363bf2441ebd6a5103f562dacf

Figure 2: Hash output for similar input data; this particular hash function (SHA-256) generates a string of 64
characters for each input string of characters, no matter what the size of the input string.

1.4.4 Adding Blocks to the Blockchain
Hashing condenses transaction information into a string of characters, which can then be
incorporated into “blocks” of transactions. Creating a block of transactions is the first step of
creating a blockchain. Next, nodes need to agree on the validity of the transactions in that block,
and then post those transactions to the ledger by adding that block to the chain of existing
blocks—creating the blockchain. Nodes come to agreement, or “consensus,” by employing
consensus algorithms, described in Section 1.5.
The node that first completes the required computational puzzle shares the new block
with all other nodes in the network, which in turn accept the block only if the block’s
transactions are valid, as agreed upon by consensus. The accepted block is then added to the
chain, chained together using the hash of the previous block to create the next block in the chain.
Any changes to the blockchain are easily identifiable as changes to the hash values.
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Each of the nodes in the network have a copy of all of the blocks that have been validated
(i.e., a distributed ledger). The system relies on “honest” nodes to correctly validate the chain of
transactions. Honest nodes are computers on the network that operate without attempting to
maliciously or otherwise alter the transactions. The blockchain system is robust as long as honest
nodes control more computing power than any dishonest nodes.
If more than 51% of nodes, or computing power, are operating in a coordinated manner,
then the distributed nature of the blockchain is jeopardized, and the nodes in the majority may
manipulate the system. This is called the 51% problem. In large networks, the distribution of
validated information across the network achieves the same goals as independent institutional
review and certification; however, networks with fewer nodes are more susceptible to
manipulation.

1.4.5 Timestamp Server
Timestamps are included with any block ID information and are applied to blocks by the
validating node when the blocks are successfully added to the chain. Timestamps are vital to the
function of blockchain, as a timestamp proves that the transaction data included in the block
existed, and also serves to describe and record the chronological order of transactions, preventing
double-spending. A block’s hash function includes the previous timestamp in its hash, thus
creating a chain with each subsequent timestamp reinforcing the timestamps before it.

1.4.6 The Double Spend Problem
Double-spending is a potential problem with digital currencies that occurs when the same
set of resources is spent on different transactions. A race attack would occur if a user were to
spend money on two or more transactions simultaneously (or near simultaneously). Normally,
the network would be able to distinguish between the transactions and mark them as invalid.
However, if the verification processes also occur at the same time, multiple versions of the
blockchain (one for each transaction) exist. This would initiate a race between each version of
the chain, with the one to achieve the next successful verified block as the winner. The other
chains are then rejected despite the sender benefitting from all original transactions. It is
therefore good practice to wait for multiple subsequent blocks to be verified before deeming a
transaction complete.
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1.5

Validation Algorithms

1.5.1 Proof-of-Work
Blockchain networks use consensus mechanisms to check the validity of transactions
before adding them to new blocks. The consensus procedure must be robust to ensure security,
especially when there is little trust between participant nodes. There are several consensus
algorithms used in blockchain technology; Proof-of-Work, Proof-of-Stake, and Proof-ofAuthority are currently among the most common validation algorithms.
In Proof-of-Work (PoW), “miners” in the network race to solve a computational puzzle,
often by trial and error, which is to find a value, called the nonce, which when included in the
block yields a hash with a specified number of leading zeroes. The network can adjust the
difficulty of the verification puzzle to moderate or speed up validation.. Once a solution is found,
other nodes will verify the validity of the outcome. If there is a consensus, the corresponding
block is broadcasted to the entire network. The successful miner is also rewarded. Despite being
difficult to find, hashes are designed to be easy for all nodes in the system to check. The process
of finding a valid hash is straight forward, but repetitive and time-consuming, often using brute
force methods.
Mining also requires sophisticated computer hardware and consumes a large amount of
power, making the proof-of-work mechanism both financially and environmentally costly. As of
late August 2019, the Bitcoin network was estimated to consume 624 kWh of electricity per
transaction (the equivalent of the daily consumption of 20 U.S. households)—over 73 TWh
annually, producing an estimated carbon footprint equivalent to that of the entire nation of
Denmark (de Vries 2019b).
Proof-of-Work rewards those with better equipment and greater computing power, which
provides and incentive for replacing computing equipment; as a result, the Bitcoin network is
estimated to produce a quantity of e-waste equivalent to that produced by Luxemburg annually
(de Vries 2019b). Rewards for better equipment and greater computing power also incentivize
people to team up and create mining pools, increasing centralization of the network, and results
in a situation where “the rich get richer”.
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1.5.2 Proof-of-Stake:
In a Proof-of-Stake (PoS) consensus system the network elects a random node to validate
a transaction, rather than having nodes compete against each other to mine blocks. Nodes are
expected to stake some amount of currency to be chosen as a validator (and lose part of their
stakes for approving fraudulent blocks); it is assumed that those who hold a stake in the network
have an incentive to work in the interest of the network. The larger the stake offered by a node,
the more likely the node will be selected as a validator. The PoS system deals with the same “the
rich get richer” problem as Proof-of-Work, however the linear cost-to-benefit function makes it
impossible for the rich to benefit from economies of scale under PoS. Under a delegated PoS
mechanism, stakeholders vote on who to select as validators of the network. Proof-of-Stake
consensus is more energy and cost efficient than Proof-of-Work; the Ethereum network (which
supports many applications in the energy sector) this year announced plans to shift from Proofof-Work to Proof-of-Stake consensus.

1.5.3 Proof-of-Authority
Proof-of-Authority is a modified version of Proof-of-Stake, where instead of placing
monetary or financial resources at stake, the potential validator places their reputation at stake.
Proof-of-Authority requires that validators’ identity be publicly known and verified, in contrast
to Proof-of-Work and Proof-of-Stake systems, in which nodes and validators are anonymous.
Validators in Proof-of-Authority may be required to obtain a license or pass an exam to maintain
their standing. Proof of Authority is used in centralized systems.

1.5.4 Additional Consensus Algorithms
Recognizing the challenges and weaknesses associated with the more common consensus
algorithms, additional consensus algorithms have been developed. These include: Delegated
Proof-of-Stake, in which validators are elected by the pool of stakeholders; Proof-of-Weight, in
which validators are selected based on relative weights of relevant attributes (such as the quantity
of data being stored, or reputation of the validator); Byzantine Fault Tolerance methods
including Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance, where, in centralized systems, “generals” are preselected as generals (validators), and Federated Byzantine Agreement, where in some systems
generals (validators) are pre-selected, and in others participants are allowed to select which
generals/validators to trust (Witherspoon, 2017).
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1.6

Public vs. Private Blockchains

1.6.1 Public Blockchains
There are two main types of blockchain systems: public (open-source or permissionless),
and private (permissioned). Much of the ongoing conversation around blockchain technology,
including structure, strengths, and weaknesses, is in the context of public blockchains. Yet many
applications—especially those run by private entities and organizations or consortiums—use
private blockchain platforms. There are key differences between public and private blockchain
systems, and important tradeoffs to consider in understanding the potential implications of using
each.
In public blockchains, no user is given unique privileges or decision-making powers; the
high level of decentralization makes public blockchains more secure. Most public blockchains
are permissionless, but they can be made permissioned. Bitcoin and Ethereum are all examples
of public blockchains. Compared to centralized systems, public blockchains offer several
potential advantages. These include, reduced centralized authority, immutable data storage,
reduced transaction costs, increased transparency and traceability, and security (See Section 1.8
for further discussion). However, these advantages come with tradeoffs. First, validation requires
extremely high energy consumption (which comes at a significant financial and environmental
cost). Second, Public blockchains are often unable to quickly handle large numbers of
transactions. Bitcoin, for instance, has a theoretical limit of 4,000, but a realized (real-world)
average of 7 transactions per second. Visa credit cards, on the other hand, has an average of
2,000, and can process up to 56,000 transactions per second (Ganne, 2018).

1.6.2 Private Blockchains
Private blockchains are managed by single or small groups of organizations. Transactions
are verified and processed by certain nodes, increasing the network efficiency and speed of
transactions. Restrictions in a private blockchain network can be customized (ex: In a network of
four users (A, B, C, D), B could decide to only exchange information with D and C).
The centralized nature of private blockchains, however, mean that data are not immutable
(administrators can make changes to the ledger), and can make them more susceptible to external
interference. Private blockchains also lose the advantage of decentralization, as relatively few
participants or administrators have the power to hold, and make changes to, the ledger.
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Additional challenges and limitations of blockchain technology are presented in
Section 4.

1.7

Smart Contracts in Blockchain Technology
Smart contracts are one of the more intriguing aspects of blockchain technology for many

organizations, given their potential to increase efficiency of transactions through digitization and
automation.
A smart contract is written as a program between two or more contracting parties (who
can remain anonymous) that can be accessed on the public ledger for others to view; a trigger
event causes the smart contract to execute automatically without needing a third-party to monitor
or function as an intermediary. Smart contracts inherit the properties of blockchain (i.e.
immutability, traceability, transparency), yet offer more flexibility than standard blockchain. The
use of smart contracts requires “oracles”, which provide necessary data on real world events and
conditions relevant to the contract (such as prices or air temperature or whether a physical barrier
has been crossed, etc.). The Ethereum platform, which is widely used, including in the maritime
sector, offers smart contracts as a feature in their implementation of blockchain.
Smart contracts are not as flexible as traditional contracts in accounting for nonquantifiable clauses and conditions, nor are they as accommodating to unforeseen events.
Additional limitations and challenges of smart contracts, including those which may be of
particular concern to the maritime sector, are presented in Section 4.3.2.

1.8

Potential Benefits/Strengths of Blockchain

1.8.1 Reduced Centralized Authority
The decentralized nature of blockchain technology leads to reduced centralized authority
and open communication and data sharing among participants, or “nodes”. Systems are not
reliant on one party for decision-making authority, transaction approval, and data storage and
validation. Reduced centralized authority also means that systems are not as susceptible in terms
of a single point of failure. The level of decentralization (and thus reduced reliance upon a
central authority, and related potential strengths) varies considerably depending upon the type
and specifics of a given blockchain platform, with public, permissionless systems being more
decentralized, and private, permissioned systems being less so.
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1.8.2 Immutable Data Storage
Blockchain systems involve storage on multiple distributed ledgers, which means that
multiple copies of data records are held on multiple nodes often across multiple geographies. As
data stored on paper can degrade, and digital data storage systems can be corrupted, blockchain
offers a potential improvement in terms of avoiding degradation of data. Blockchain is also often
described as being inherently immutable in terms of its structure, as hashing and creating blocks
present significant barriers to deliberately (or accidentally) changing data records in ledgers. The
immutable nature of blockchain records, however, is a characteristic of public, permission-less
platforms or systems, and is not an attribute of private or permissioned systems. Further,
experience with blockchain platforms in recent years has shown that in practice, blockchain
ledgers may not be as immutable as originally imagined. Concerns surrounding manipulation of
data and security of data, etc., are discussed further in Section 4.3.4.

1.8.3 Reduced Transaction Costs (or Information Sharing Costs)
Transactions in existing centralized systems typically require an intermediary to verify
and complete the transaction (e.g. a bank for a financial transaction; banks, lawyers and agents
for a real estate transaction). These intermediaries often charge fees, which can increase the total
cost of the transaction substantially. This is particularly the case in the maritime industry, where
brokers, couriers and documentation add substantial transaction costs to shipments. Blockchain
systems (public, permissioned in particular) reduce or remove the need for such intermediaries,
and typically do not charge high per-transaction fees. The use of blockchain platforms and
systems come with their own associated costs, however, including start-up costs, equipment and
technology costs, per-transaction fees, and data storage costs. These are discussed in greater
detail in Section 4.3.4.

1.8.4 Increased Transparency and Traceability
A major concern with centralized systems today is the lack of transparency with respect
to parties providing data, and with respect to the holders of the data in centralized systems.
Blockchains can improve transparency by recording all stages of a transaction (or all relevant
data points), and by allowing the data to be recorded in a distributed fashion, so that all
participants may access, view and verify transactions. Of potentially particular interest to the
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maritime industry is blockchain’s ability to increase traceability of linked actions and
transactions, in one record shared among all relevant parties (participants).

1.8.5 Facilitation of Payments
Blockchain provides a way to facilitate payments without the need or use of fiat currency.
Blockchain platforms or systems often use “tokens” or “coins”, or other so-called
cryptocurrencies, which allow for electronic payments outside of banks or traditional
intermediaries. Payments may be made automatically with smart contracts (e.g. once a shipment
is received, a payment is automatically made). The facilitation of payments outside of fiat
currency may be of particular use for the maritime industry, given that international shipments
typically involve many parties from various countries (all of which make use of different fiat
currencies). Where blockchain systems offer this potential advantage or strength, however, they
also face a related limitation; blockchain systems are not able to process transactions involving
fiat currency. Blockchain systems can report that a transaction involving fiat currency took place
or that it was supposed to take place), but they cannot within themselves transfer fiat currency—
blockchain systems can only transfer currencies that are native to that blockchain (e.g. Bitcoins
in Bitcoin, Ether in Ethereum, or TEU tokens in 300Cubits (as of October 2019, 300Cubits TEU
token is defunct).

1.8.6 Security
Blockchain is often described as improving data security compared to centralized and
legacy systems, as the distributed nature of blockchain ledgers leaves the network less vulnerable
to a single-point attack, and also due to the structure of blockchain systems. Consensus
mechanisms; hashing, validating and creating blocks; and distributed ledgers all make the system
resistant to changes. For several years, blockchain was touted as being “unhackable’. However,
experience in recent history (2018 to 2019 in particular) has shown that blockchain systems can
be hacked and continue to be hacked; see Section 4.3.1 for further discussion.
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2 Potential Role of Blockchain Technology in Maritime Sector
2.1

Key Drivers and Issues in the Maritime Sector
A number of issues and trends in the maritime sector serve as drivers to exploration of, or

potential use of, blockchain technology in shipping. These drivers, which include the current
inefficient nature of transactions, ISO standards and codes, cold chain requirements, data flows
and movement toward internet of things, cybersecurity threats, fraud, environmental and
efficiency standards, and regional, national, and international regulations.

2.2

Current Inefficient Nature of Transactions with Minimal
Transparency
Transactions in the maritime sector are currently slow, time-consuming, and expensive.

An estimated 20% of operational budgets are due to poor information management
(Czachorowski et al., 2019). Many parties and intermediaries are involved in transactions (i.e.
exporters, importers, port and customs authorities and officials, financiers, surveyors, valuators,
agents etc.), none of whom have access to data and information on all necessary parts of the
supply chain. Paper documentation is required, and transactions often require physical inspection
of documents resulting in high transaction costs for shipments. Brokers also increase costs
substantially. There is little-to-no accountability for inefficiency, fraud, or cargo theft.
Additionally, it is difficult for small-to-midsize agents to find reasonable terms for financing,
which is skewed in support of larger entities (Botton, 2018; Joseph, 2018).
The paperless exchange of documents has the potential to address some of the current
challenges of transactions in the maritime sector. According to IBM, out of a total cost of $2,000
to move a container of avocados from Mombasa to Rotterdam, paperwork costs approximately
$300, or 15%. IBM estimates that complete digitalization of the shipping process could save
shipping carriers up to $38 billion per year (Ganne, 2018). Blockchain presents one way in
which paperwork could be digitized in the maritime sector and could improve the costeffectiveness of transactions; cost has been identified as a main driver to digital innovation (and
potentially use of blockchain) in the maritime industry (Gausdal et al., 2019).
In the maritime sector, the application of blockchain (and smart contracts) for paperless
exchange of documents contracts might involve, as described by Joseph (2018), a computer
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program which would engage all involved parties (exporters, export and port authorities and
officials, importers, financiers, surveyors, and valuators), and which would involve uploading of
various documents to a system, “publishing” the relevant contract on blockchain, and allowing
parties to negotiate on the network; once documents were approved and signed by parties, a
program would then approve and move on to the next phase of the transaction. Finally, the
contract would be automatically executed by network consensus, and all relevant information
would be uploaded information for all interested parties. (Joseph, 2018).
As described in Botton (2018), using blockchain for paperless documentation in shipping
could:
…provide a firm with the infrastructure necessary to remove the need to secure each
transaction or step in the supply-chain through intermediaries via registration, tracking and
certification. Information on any shipment– whether it be a proof of purchase, a clearance form,
a bill of lading, insurance – can be made part of a block, a transparent chain of custody, and be
accessible to suppliers, transporters, buyers, regulators and auditors…
Used in customs handling, exporters could upload all the documents onto a customs
office blockchain and instantly prove their abidance with all the import rules – for example,
qualification for preferential rates through rules of origin, sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) rules,
or compliance with embargoes (e.g. against conflict minerals). The technology could also
facilitate…border tax adjustments for carbon or corporate taxes.
The ability to have all of this information is one place, accessible to all relevant parties,
would lower transaction costs, as well as reducing auditing and accounting costs (Botton, 2018).
Estimates show that savings from paperless trade would be most impactful for smaller
shipments and perishable goods, both of which are of interest for transitioning economies; a shift
to paperless exchange could decrease barriers to entry, potentially benefitting smaller nations and
shipping companies (UN, 2006)
On the other hand, the transition to, and implementation of, paperless trade will be costly
up front, and might actually present barriers to smaller companies engaging in the marketplace.
Likewise, developing countries may not have access to adequate infrastructure to implement
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paperless trade, and thus could be excluded. Further, until a robust and widely used paperless
system is developed, companies will likely not be able to reap the full benefits.
The transition to paperless documentation will not be simple. Companies will choose to
adopt the system if they see a clear benefit. Initial implementation and maintenance costs may
prevent them from switching. Paperless trade will also be most useful when all or most parties in
the supply chain have access to the blockchain. This would require the entire shipping and
related industries to make the switch to a common paperless system, which, if even possible, will
take time to manage and coordinate.

2.2.1 ISM and ISO Standards and Codes
Implementation of International Safety Management (ISM) code and International
Organization for Standards (ISO) requirements related to quality management have complicated
the reporting and management of documents in the shipping industry. Outside of safety and
quality requirements, documentation requirements for exports also commonly include documents
related to export, transportation, compliance, certificates of origin and other certificates, among
others. These regulatory requirements are expected to become more stringent over time, in
response to the breakdown of trade unions between major economic powers, further increasing
the complexity of transactions and required documentation. (DiGregorio & Nustad 2017).
Similar to the discussion of inefficient transactions, blockchain has the potential to reduce the
administrative burden faced by those in the shipping industry, by allowing the streamlining,
digitization and automation of certain documents and reporting requirements through the use of
smart contracts (DiGregorio & Nustad 2017).

2.2.2 Cold Chain Requirements
Many products, from food to pharmaceuticals, require climate- or temperature-controlled
conditions to ensure product safety or efficacy (Sykes, 2018). According to the World Health
Organization, 40% of vaccines degrade from temperature variation during transport. The
pharmaceutical industry spent $13.4 billion on transporting temperature-sensitive products in
2017 and as of 2018 approximately 20% of pharmaceutical payloads were shipped on oceangoing vessels. This is estimated to increase to roughly 75% of pharmaceutical payloads sent by
marine freight within ten years (Muspratt, 2018).
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Blockchain-enabled shipping containers that regulate temperature have been developed
and could be useful in transporting temperature-sensitive goods such as food and
pharmaceuticals. Currently these blockchain-enabled containers have been developed for use in
air freight (over 1,000 were in circulation as of 2018), but similar containers could feasibly be
used in sea shipments in the future (Hampstead, 2018). The containers are cooled with a
rechargeable passive cooling technology and include sensors to monitor temperature and location
among other variables. The “blockchain-like” ledger used with these containers records
documents such as bills of lading and customs forms (Hampstead, 2018).

2.2.3 Data Flows
The data flow of the shipping industry is ever increasing. A typical supply chain
manages about 100 gigabytes of data per day—and is expected to increase substantially in the
near future—with some sources estimating that supply chains will produce zettabytes of data by
2020 (Czachorowski et al., 2019; Gausdal et al., 2018). In most cases the data are not shared
among relevant parties and stakeholders. There is increasing recognition for the need to connect
stakeholders and share relevant data flows—for instance, the port of Hamburg has required that
all parties share data on a single connected system (Czachorowski et al., 2019).

2.2.4 Internet of Things
The Internet of Things (IoT) involves the use of sensors and other devices which are
interconnected to networks and allow for monitoring and related management of devices,
machines, equipment or other “things”. IoT is predicted to play an increasing role in the
maritime sector, potentially allowing for asset tracking, improved route optimization, and
reduced maintenance costs (DiGregorio & Nustad, 2017). Current application of IoT in the
shipping industry includes GPS tagging of containers to facilitate movement through transit
nodes and allowing for real-time tracking of cargo and vessels (Czachorowski et al., 2019).
In the refrigerated shipping containers example above, asset tracking with IoT could
involve the use of sensors on the containers, a processing unit, and a transmitter which would
allow for real-time monitoring of temperature, which in turn could allow for immediate response
or management in the case that temperature approached designated thresholds (DiGregorio &
Nustad, 2017).
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There are many concerns and challenges surrounding the use of IoT. Users of the system
must trust that the data received from IoT devices have not been altered in any way. IoT devices
have relatively limited computing power with internet (often wi-fi) connectivity, and their
firmware is typically not updated frequently, making them subject to cyber-attack. Nineteen
distinct categories of security issues associated with IoT were highlighted in a 2018 review
article; these included jamming adversaries, Sybil and spoofing attacks, sinkhole and wormhole
attacks, authentication and secure communication, privacy violation, and insecure interfaces,
software or firmware (Khan & Salah 2018)2
Blockchain is complementary with IoT technologies, in its potential to improve security
and provide for storage of data collected from IoT uses. Blockchain itself does not enable the use
of sensors, monitoring or management, or data collection—these are all aspects of the use of IoT
and associated data-collection systems. Blockchain could, however, allow for the documentation
and storage of recorded data on a ledger, and also has the potential (in conjunction with oracles)
to allow the use of smart contracts in managing devices in real-time (DiGregorio & Nustad
2017). Blockchain could eliminate the need for a centralized broker or authority, serving as an
autonomous clearinghouse when appropriately integrated with IoT devices.

2.2.5 Cybersecurity Threats
In addition to security concerns with IoT outlined above, the shipping industry
increasingly faces cybersecurity threats, such as the NotPetya ransomware attack that affected
Maersk in 2017, at a cost of over $200 million to the shipping company (Mathews, 2017;
DiGregorio & Nustad, 2017).
Cybersecurity is an increasing concern in the maritime sector, given the potential impacts
on, and implications for critical areas of the maritime sector, including cargo handling and
management, passenger servicing and management, welfare of crew and administration,
2

Remaining security issue categories reported in Khan and Salah (2018) include: insecure initialization,

insecure physical interface, sleep deprivation attack, replay or duplication attacks due to fragmentation; insecure
neighbor discovery, buffer reservation attack, RPL routing attacks, transport level end-to-end security, session
establishment and resumption, CoAP security with internet, and middleware security. An in-depth discussion of
these security threats is beyond the scope of this report, but the reader is directed to Khan and Salah (2018) for
details and elaboration.
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management and control of machinery and power, access control systems, and communication
systems, among others. Intentional (e.g. cyber-attacks), or unintentional errors such as loss,
corruption, or compromising of data have the potential to result in operational, safety or security
failures, or in failures to protect the marine environment (IMO 2017).
The maritime sector relies upon computerized, integrated and automated systems, while
information and operational technology systems onboard vessels are increasingly connected.
These technological changes can open the door for unauthorized or malicious access, both by
parties outside the ship or network, or by onboard personnel (ICS n.d.).
Modern vessels have advanced systems that rely on computers and communications to
operate. These include ECDIS (Electronic Chart Display and Information System), AIS
(Automatic Identification System), Radar/ARPA (Automatic Radar Plotting Aid), compass,
steering, and GMDSS (Global Maritime Distress and Safety System) (DiRenzo et al 2015).
Demonstrations have shown that vessels can be hacked into and navigated remotely by taking
over the ship’s GPS system; signal jammers can interfere with several onboard systems used for
communication and navigation; and, port and cargo systems can be hacked, with data trails
erased (DiRenzo et al 2015).
The ECDIS system (a marine navigational chart and information system), required by
IMO as of 2018, is considered vulnerable to cyberattacks as it relies on internet connected
software. Flaws in ECDIS systems potentially allow attackers to access and modify files and
charts; demonstration attempts to penetrate ECDIS systems have identified several weaknesses
including the ability to access, download, read, delete or replace any file stored on the machine
hosting the ECDIS, which could allow attackers to interact with the shipboard network and all
connections, potentially causing serious financial or environmental damages and safety and
security risks including loss of life (DiRenzo et al 2015).
As more technological innovations and internet-connected devices and control systems
are used in shipping, more cybersecurity risks will need to be identified and minimized. In
seeking to minimize cybersecurity risks, in 2017 the IMO adopted MSC.428(98), on Maritime
Cyber Risk Management in Safety Management System (SMS), which encourages
administrations to appropriately address cyber risks in safety management by January 2021. In
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2017, IMO also developed guidelines and high-level recommendations in minimizing
cybersecurity threats and vulnerabilities in the maritime sector (ICSb n.d.; IMO 2017).
Blockchain is envisioned as a way to address or alleviate cybersecurity threats of
centralized systems, as it may assist in blocking identify theft, preventing tampering with data,
and resisting denial-of-service (DoS) attacks (ransomware attacks are considered DoS attacks
that use malware or executable files to impede business services); blockchain systems cannot be
exploited with malware in the same way that centralized systems can, and are largely considered
much safer than centralized systems (DiGregorio & Nustad 2017).

2.2.6 Fraud
Fraud is a major problem in shipping, and both incidents and methods of fraud have
increased recently. Examples of fraud in the maritime sector include: falsification of Bills of
Lading, including under-invoicing to avoid taxes; bribes and illicit payments to obtain contracts,
influence inspections or enable port operations; and defrauding importers or exporters with
illegally purchased letters of credit. Such fraudulent activities are estimated to increase the cost
of shipping operations by 10%, according to the World Economic Forum (DiGregorio & Nustad,
2017).
Blockchain could improve protection against fraud while also facilitating the
identification of fraud, as it could be used to assist in authentication and verification of valid
transactions, and to store the information on a transparent, distributed and tamper-resistant
ledger, which all relevant parties in the supply chain could view. Government and customs
officials are particularly interested in blockchain to combat fraudulent activities, as it may allow
for automation of many controls now handled by these authorities (DiGregorio & Nustad, 2017).

2.2.7 Environmental Standards and Efficiency Requirements
The maritime industry is subject to increasingly stringent environmental rules and
regulations, with the intention of protecting public health and marine and coastal environments.
Key rules enacted through the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the European
Union involve clean fuel standards and efficiency and emissions standards. IMO 2020 requires
that ships burn fuel with an effective sulfur content of less than 0.5%, compared to the current
limit of 3.5% sulfur content. This will require shifts to low-sulfur fuels such as LNG or
alternative fuels, or if using higher-sulfur-content fuel, vessels can opt to use scrubbers (IMO
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2019; Saul 2019). The “carriage ban”, adopted in 2018, prohibits ships without installed
scrubbers from carrying or transporting fuel with a fuel sulfur content higher than 0.5%. IMO
2020 is estimated to prevent over 570,000 premature deaths between 2020 and 2025 (Sofiev et al
2018). Implementation, tracking and enforcement of the standard presents substantial challenges,
however, as IMO does not have the authority to enforce the standards; authority for monitoring,
tracking, and enforcement resides with Flag States and port states (IMO 2019). Estimates of
deliberate non-compliance (cheating) have ranged from 10% to 30% of total marine fuel
consumption (Grimmer, 2018).
IMO has also adopted legally binding energy efficiency requirements for vessels under
MARPOL Annex VI. These requirements, termed the Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI),
which apply globally, set baselines for fuel consumed for a given cargo capacity; the baselines
become progressively more stringent, with a 30% improvement required by ships built in 2025,
compared to those built in 2014 (MEPC 62/24/Add.1 Annex 19, page 12 ). The energy efficiency
regulations require Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plans (SEEMP) and require cleaning or
replacement of inefficient parts of the ship, among others.
As of 2016 the IMO requires that ships of 5,000 gross tonnage and above collect fuel
consumption data by fuel type, and other transport-related data. The Marine Environment
Protection Committee (MEPC) has also developed an initial strategy, to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions (GHGs) from ships. The initial strategy, which according to a Roadmap approved in
2016, will be updated in 2023, has a goal of reducing GHG emissions from shipping 50% by
2050 (IMO 2018, IMO n.d.).

2.2.8 Other Regulations and Initiatives
Additional regulations faced by the shipping industry include: the IMO Safety of Life at
Sea Convention (SOLAS) requirement for shippers to provide a Verified Gross Mass (VGM) for
every packed container as a condition for vessel loading, which took effect in 2016, and
additional SOLAS requirements; MARPOL (International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships) requirements to prevent pollution from routine operation or in the case of
accidents; COLREG (Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at
Sea, 1972) regulations to prevent collisions; ISPS (The International Ship and Port Facility
Security Code, 2002) requirements to ensure the security of ships and port facilities; and STCW
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(International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for
Seafarers, 1978/1995/2010), which establishes competence standards and certification
requirements for seafarers; among other regulations and initiatives requiring documentation, or
monitoring, tracking, and enforcement (ICSa, n.d.).

3 Current Examples and Potential Applications of Blockchain
in the Maritime Sector
Potential applications of blockchain technology in the maritime sector include: tracking
and tracing shipments and cargo from start to end; electronic sharing and transferring of “smart”
Bills of Lading; storing and managing documents, digitalizing and decentralizing shipping
logistics, declaration and handling of hazardous goods, payments for shipping services,
connecting stakeholders to enable collaboration, fuel provenance, a system for emissions credits
or certificates, certification, marine insurance, and registering ships into class. Each of these
potential applications of blockchain, in fact, is being tested in the maritime industry, although
platforms are generally in introductory or pilot phase. In this section we highlight the current
examples of pilot projects and initiatives involving the use of blockchain in these areas.

3.1

Paperless Trade, Tracking, Logistics, and Facilitating Stakeholders
Communication/Data Sharing

3.1.1 TradeLens
IBM and Maersk have partnered to create a blockchain-based platform to increase
transparency in the shipping supply chain. The platform is designed to be accessible to all in the
supply chain ecosystem (shipowners/brokers, land transportation providers, customs/government
agencies, port regulators, insurance companies, etc.), and tracks shipments from start to end with
process statuses visible to all in the network. Documents can be digitized and electronically
signed. As of August 2019, over 100 organizations were involved in the TradeLens early adopter
program (MI News Network, 2019).

3.1.2 CargoX – Bill of Lading
A Bill of Lading (B/L), a contract of carriage which serves as a document of ownership
and receipt, is required by Maritime Law. B/L are often delayed due to banks and other
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intermediaries, leading cargo to arrive at ports ahead of the B/L. Fraud is also a concern with
B/L, including forged signatures and inaccurate descriptions of cargo (Czachorowski et al, 2019)
CargoX has created a blockchain-based platform for sharing smart B/L. The system is
paperless and is reported to cut transfer time from several days to minutes or seconds. In addition
to improving transaction transfer speed, paperless B/L are also anticipated to reduce
transportation costs, eliminate emissions from courier services to transport traditional bills of
lading, and reduce chances of loss, theft, or damage to the bill-of-lading. The first container
processed using CargoX’s technology was shipped from Shanghai, China and released in Port of
Koper, Slovenia in August 2018; the B/L was issued and transferred electronically “in just
minutes instead of days or weeks”. The electronic Bill of Lading (eB/L) cost $15, approximately
15% of the estimated typical cost for a document to be delivered such long-distance using
courier services. (MI News Network, 2018a; MI News Network, 2019)

3.1.3 Global Shipping Business Network (GSBN)
The Global Shipping Business Network (GSBN), based on distributed ledger technology,
is the product of a consortium of nine leading ocean carriers and terminal operators, including
CMA CGM, COSCO SHIPPING Lines, Evergreen Marine, OOCL, Yang Ming, DP World,
Hutchison Ports, PSA International Pte Ltd, Shanghai International Port, and CargoSmart, a
software provider. GSBN has the intention of connecting stakeholders in the shipping
community, including carriers, shippers, terminal operators, customs, shippers, and logistics
service providers, to allow collaboration and communication. (MI News Network, 2019).

3.1.4 Abu Dhabi Ports—Silsal
In 2018 Maqta Gateway, an Abu Dhabi Ports subsidiary, launched the blockchain
technology Silsal. Silsal has the objective of securely linking stakeholders in the shipping and
trade industries, using blockchain and unique digital user identities. (MI News Network, 2019).

3.1.5 Pacific International Lines Ltd, PSA International and IBM Singapore
Pacific International Lines Ltd, PSA International and IBM Singapore are collaborating
on a venture to use blockchain in tracking and tracing cargo movements. The blockchain supplychain platform, is being tested and applied in tracing and tracking shipments from Chongqing to
Singapore via the Southern Transport Corridor (MI News Network, 2019).
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3.1.6 AMRO, Samsung SDS And Port Of Rotterdam
ABN AMRO, the Port of Rotterdam Authority and Samsung SDS (which involves
logistics and IT) are collaborating on a blockchain-based pilot project with the goal of integrating
a paperless network of physical, administrative and financial streams within international
shipping and distribution.

3.1.7 ShipChain
ShipChain, based on the Ethereum platform, is a blockchain-enabled end-to-end shipping
logistics company with the goal of tracking shipments from the production facility through final
delivery to a customer. ShipChain’s initial coin offering (ICO)—essentially an opportunity to
invest in the company—has been met with a great deal of public scrutiny, as after raising over
$30 million, the value of ShipCoins plummeted to about 1% of the initial value, and the price
now stands at a fraction of a penny.

3.2

Payments for Shipping Services: 300Cubits
300Cubits makes use of smart contracts on the Ethereum platform and allows for TEU

tokens to be used as booking deposits on shipments. A trial shipment consisting of two 40-foot
containers shipped from Malaysia to Brazil was completed in early 2018; the TEU tokens were
returned to users upon receiving a port Electronic Data Exchange (EDI) message confirming
receipt of the shipment (MI News Network 2019). 300Cubits TEU tokens are now defunct, as of
October 2019 (Meyer, 2019).

3.3

Environmental/Efficiency Standards

3.3.1 Marine Blockchain Labs (MBL) Fuel Provenance
Marine Blockchain Labs is a partnership set up between Lloyd’s Register Foundation and
Blockchain Labs for Open Collaboration (BLOC). One project is a fuel provenance register for
the maritime sector, which aims to provide trusted information about fuel origin, journey and
characteristics to improve traceability and transparency; a demonstration project traced a batch of
biofuels through creation, processing, blending, and delivery to the bulk cargo carrier Frontier
Sky. The BLOC MBL consortium includes Lloyd’s Register, Precious Shipping, Bostomar,
BIMCO, International Bunker Industry Association and GoodFuels. (Cleaner Seas, 2018a).
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3.3.2 BLOC Shipping Emissions Monitoring Verification and Reporting (MRV)
BLOC also developed the Shipping Emissions Monitoring Verification and Reporting
(MRV) solution, which build upon the Marine Fuel Assurance prototype. The MRV project,
which seeks to allow tracing of shipping emissions and ultimately improve public health, won
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Solve’s Coastal Communities Challenge.
BLOC, through the MRV tool, seeks to create a chain of custody for fuels, and provide a
decision support system to assist stakeholders in the shipping industry in compliance with the
IMO 2020 Sulphur cap and other such regulations (Cleaner Seas, 2018b).

3.4

Safety

3.4.1 BLOC, Lloyds Register, and Rainmaking—Hazardous and Dangerous Goods
Shipping containers do not often carry indication of their specific contents; though a
product code may be scanned or traced in some data systems, these data systems rarely share or
interoperate with other stakeholders’ systems. This can present a serious safety issue in the case
of hazardous or otherwise dangerous goods (which make up between 5 and 10% of a typical
containership’s cargo); misdeclaration of cargo can lead financial losses, ship damages, injuries
and loss of life. The Cargo Incident Notification System (CINS) estimates that almost onequarter of serious incidents onboard containerships were due to cargo being mis-declared.
(Cleaner Seas 2019).
Marine Blockchain Labs and Rainmaking are partnering to build and test a prototype of a
blockchain-based tool to allow traceability, transparency and accountability in tracking
hazardous and dangerous goods. The project, funded by the Lloyd’s Register Foundation,
involves a consortium of stakeholders in the shipping industry, including ports, carriers, and
technology and service providers. The demonstration project was set to run through September
2019 (Cleaner Seas, 2019).

3.4.2 Marine Transport International Limited (MTI) and SOLAS VGM
The IMO Verified-Gross-Mass (VGM) regulation, part of the SOLAS treaty
(International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea) requires that shippers report the VGM of
containers to the appropriate terminal or carrier prior to loading onto a vessel. In response,
Maritime Transport International (MTI) has been using SOLAS VGM, a blockchain-based
digital ledger technology for processing information required under the VGM regulation, which
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will allow for information and records to be available for port officials, shippers, cargo owners,
and other interested parties. (Czachorowski et al., 2019; DiGregorio & Nustad, 2017)

3.5

Certification

3.5.1 Maritime Blockchain Labs (MBL) Seafarer Certification
Maritime Blockchain Labs (MBL) and the Lloyd’s Register Foundation established a
consortium to pilot a seafarer certification system based on blockchain, which has the goal of
streamlining and expediting the certification process through improved verification and access to
seafarer certification documentation. The consortium involves many stakeholders with an
interest in crew certification, including shipping companies such as Maersk, Heidmar, and PTC
Holdings Corp, as well as technology and platform providers, and the international seafarer
welfare organization The Mission to Seafarers. A demonstration will focus on end-to-end
documentation of digital certification, as well as a repository for crew documentation, training
logs, and approval (MI News Network, 2019; World Maritime News, 2018).

3.5.2 Port of Antwerp
The Port of Antwerp has partnered with Belfruco, Enzafruit, PortApp, 1-Stop and T&G
Global to develop a blockchain application that will allow the transferring of documents such as
certificates of origin and phytosanitary certificates, using smart contracts. A pilot project
involves fruit shipped to the European market from New Zealand; using blockchain, digital
phytosanitary certificates are transferred to the Belgian importer (Enzafruit), to the partner
freight forwarder (Belfruco), and to the Belgian authorities before the cargo is released.
Typically, these certificates are sent by mail via courier, which is far more costly both financially
and in terms of time (MI News Network, 2018b).

3.6

Other Initiatives

3.6.1 Marine Insurance—EY, Guardtime, Maersk, Microsoft
Blockchain and smart contracts have been an area of interest for insurance companies to
help improve customer experience, reduce operating costs, verify identification, etc. The marine
insurance industry relies heavily on paper, and by exchanging documents electronically and
automatically via blockchain and smart contracts, rather than processing manually, companies
could reduce costs (Ganne, 2018). Oracles that collect real world data could be used for more
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complex cases (ex: weather could be treated as a trigger). In a distributed blockchain network,
internal departments and third parties that need to review information could easily be given
access to the documents. Sensitive customer data could be more secure on a blockchain, and
insurance payments could be managed through cryptocurrencies or blockchain “wallets”
(Gatteschi, 2018).
EY, Guardtime, Maersk and Microsoft, together with several insurance companies
(ACORD, MS Amlin, Willis Towers Watson and XL Catlin), co-launched a blockchain platform
for marine insurance. The platform, which was launched after a 20-week proof-of concept
period, will support more than half a million automated ledger transactions and manage risk for
over 1,000 commercial vessels in first year (MI News Network, 2019).

3.6.2 Shipbuilding and Registration—LR and Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI)
Lloyd’s Register and Hyundai Heavy Industries (HHI) are collaborating on a project to
explore how blockchain may be applied to shipbuilding. LR also developed a prototype of a
blockchain-enabled Class Register, which allows the registration of ships into Class.

3.6.3 Emissions Offsets
Though not specific to the maritime sector, several companies/initiatives such as
Veridium Labs (partnered with IBM), CarbonX, Climatecoin, and Nori are introducing coins or
certificates for carbon emissions offsets using blockchain technology.

4 Challenges for Blockchain in the Maritime Sector
The challenges discussed here are specific to the maritime sector, but are relevant to any
agency from the local, state, and federal level when considering blockchains for energy and
transportation issues (Winebrake et al., 2019).

4.1

Overview
Amidst the potential and promise of blockchain, and numerous small-scale or pilot-phase

initiatives in the maritime sector, there are significant barriers to, and challenges surrounding,
large-scale adoption in shipping. Barriers largely relate to the maritime culture, technological
capabilities of stakeholders, and implementation costs. Challenges include energy use and
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security concerns, and the technological limitations and costs of blockchain technology and
related system requirements.

4.2

Barriers to Adoption of Blockchain Technology Shipping
A 2018 study examined the barriers to digital innovation and the potential use of

blockchain technology in the maritime industry, using a case study approach involving
interviews with operators and suppliers and secondary research including company, industry, and
media reports. The main barriers identified in the study included the high cost of implementation
of blockchain technology, low quality of offshore internet access, the older age of
decisionmakers, the culture, a lack of investment initiatives, the currently low use of blockchain
in the supply chain, and aversion to risk (Gausdal et al 2018).
Others have noted that the transparency of blockchain systems, while offering potential
benefits in the form of improved efficiency, may also serve as a barrier to the use of blockchain
in shipping and trade, as some parties may view the transparency into their supply chain as
undesirable, due to the desire to keep trade secrets, or to avoid criticism (e.g. the ability to view,
on blockchain ledgers, details of specific factories where clothing is sourced may place firms
under public scrutiny) (Botton, 2018).

4.3

Challenges Surrounding Adoption of Blockchain Technology in the
Maritime Sector
Though blockchain offers potential benefits in several areas of shipping, there are also a

number of significant challenges and concerns. These challenges include: security and reliability
of data; energy consumption and resource use and associated emissions; storage, transaction
speeds, and scalability; legal and regulatory (use of smart contracts); integration of data
communications; and, “transaction” costs. (Reyna et al., 2018; Andoni et al., 2019).
We present these challenges and concerns to provide context and a balanced perspective
surrounding blockchain initiatives in the maritime sector, and as a precursor to use cases and a
more in-depth exploration of challenges and concerns, which will follow in a companion report.

4.3.1 Security and Reliability Concerns
Security concerns and vulnerabilities of the maritime sector have called for solutions to
protect and secure data. Blockchain is often identified as improving security and reliability of
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data over traditional centralized databases, if not resolving or eliminating security and reliability
concerns entirely (e.g. blockchain is presented as “trustless” and “immutable”). Recent realworld experiences, however, have shown system vulnerabilities and other concerns which
demonstrate that systems relying upon blockchain face their own—sometimes significant—
security and reliability challenges and consequences.
Theoretically, once validated and entered into open-source blockchain, data are
immutable, which prevents against tampering with stored data. Blockchain systems, however,
cannot ensure that data has not been tampered with or corrupted prior to being validated in the
network. For example, if system sensors or networked devices fail, are faulty, or are tampered
with—or if data are corrupted or incorrect for a number of other reasons—this incorrect data will
then be stored in the blockchain (Reyna et al 2018). In the case of public permissionless
blockchains, the flawed data or records would be immutable for practical purposes; in the case of
private, permissioned blockchains, data are not immutable, and so can be changed—errors may
be more easily corrected, but the at the expense of the confidence that any or all (correct) data
have not been altered. These vulnerabilities may allow opportunities for fraud.
Blockchain systems are also more vulnerable to attacks and security risks than is
typically imagined. Blockchains were largely considered to be “unhackable” but are now being
hacked at an increasing rate (Orcutt 2019). In the first nine months of 2018, hackers stole nearly
$1 billion from blockchain cryptocurrencies (Khatri, 2018); in the first quarter of 2019, over $1.2
billion was reportedly stolen (NewsBTC, 2019). Security concerns for open-source or public
blockchains include the majority attack (or 51% attack), where a participant is able to control
consensus by gaining more than half of computing power; such an attack reportedly took place
on Ethereum Classic in January 2019, in which an estimated $270,000 to $1.1 million was stolen
(Huillet, 2019; Orcutt 2019). Blockchain security vulnerabilities may also stem from code
errors—an error in one line of code in Ethereum, for instance, led to the theft of $55 million in
Ether currency, and eventually to the “hard fork” that split into Ethereum and Ethereum Classic
(Leising, 2017).
Public blockchains are susceptible to additional security issues such as DoS attacks, or
eclipse attacks where attackers isolate a node by monopolizing its connections, changing how the
node sees the network (Reyna et al., 2018). Computing advancements could allow hackers to
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decipher digital signatures (Reyna et al., 2018); such attacks seem to be occurring in the
Ethereum network, where certain accounts or wallets are being emptied almost as soon as money
is deposited (Greenberg, 2019).
A computerized and distributed ledger is susceptible to vulnerabilities and bugs in
particular if all participants do not install necessary software updates and security upgrades. In
May 2019 more than half of all Bitcoin nodes were estimated to be vulnerable to the “inflation
bug,” while an estimated one third of Ethereum nodes were unpatched with a necessary security
update, making the network more susceptible to a 51% attack (Avan-Nomayo, 2019; Palmer,
2019). As with traditional, centralized systems, security vulnerabilities of blockchain are
constantly evolving, as are the responses and proposed solutions and patches to address these
concerns; malicious efforts, in turn, are evolving to override these fixes. The cybercurrency firm
BitPoint Japan, for instance, recently admitted: “We encoded our secret keys to make them
unusable if they are stolen, but they were decoded” (NewsBTC, 2019).

4.3.2 Legal or Regulatory Concerns and Limitations of Smart Contracts
Smart contracts on blockchain have been suggested as one way to minimize or eliminate
the current challenges and limitations to streamlined, efficient and effective transactions in the
maritime sector, while also allowing for accessible records for all relevant parties. As envisioned,
such smart contracts could offer an opportunity to streamline, and improve the efficiency and
transparency of shipping transactions and contractual agreements, while reducing costs.
Smart contracts may therefore have the potential to facilitate progress in support of U.S.
maritime capabilities, and innovation. Yet, if improperly implemented, smart contracts may also
present challenges related to (or possibly counteract) these goals, given some of the limitations
and challenges.
Blockchains cannot pull real world data from outside their network, so data must be
provided by entities referred to as “oracles”. Oracles are third-party services that feed required
information onto the network. Types of oracles include: software oracles which provide
information from an online source such as a website (e.g. weather conditions); hardware oracles
which provide readouts from the physical world (e.g. when a vessel or container crosses a
barrier); inbound oracles which introduce data from the external world (e.g. prices); outbound
oracles, which have the ability to send data to the outside world (e.g. to unlock a smart lock once
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a payment has been received); and consensus oracles, where to improve security, a combination
of a majority of oracles (e.g. 3 out of 5) are used (Blockchainhub 2019).
The practical application of smart contracts using oracles is not as simple as it may
appear. Oracles must “sign” smart contracts in order for them to be executed/validated. To trust
the validity of the smart contract, the oracle itself must be trusted, and so must be authenticated;
the channel for data communication must also be secure. In order to manage the feeds by oracles
and other interactions between the outside world and the blockchain, a trusted third-party entity
is required; the addition of third-party oversight, however, diminishes decentralization. Smart
contracts may also be overloaded in accessing several data sources (Reyna et al., 2018).
A smart contract may also be activated by blockchain transactions. For the smart contract
to be executed in response to blockchain transactions, the necessary funds (e.g. currency, credits
or tokens) must be stored on the blockchain. That is, a payment involving a cryptocurrency or
credit (e.g. Bitcoin or tokens) can be executed if that currency or credit is native to that
blockchain, and the blockchain can verify that the quantity of currency or credits are in the
account; otherwise blockchain can neither guarantee nor enforce payment. Blockchain cannot
execute terms of financial transactions involving fiat currency or other such payments— though
blockchain can report and record that a transaction reportedly took place (Greenspan, 2016).
Blockchain cannot enforce smart contracts or any transactions involving resources
outside of the blockchain (Reyna et al 2018); enforcement, if any, would require legal or
regulatory intervention, or intervention by another such third-party authority. That is, while
blockchains can show transfers or obligations of ownership or transactions, some sort of
enforcement is required to ensure transfers of possession: “Blockchains can record obligations.
Punishing those who default on their obligations is another matter.” (Abadi and Brunnermeier,
2019).
Traditional legal contracts (e.g. on paper, outside of code) often include clauses and
conditions that aren’t readily quantifiable, and thus cannot be executed by smart contracts
(Reyna et al., 2018). This is particularly the case in the maritime sector, where contracts tend to
be unique and specific to the shipment or transaction, special contractual terms are often used,
and certain aspects of transactions are typically handled commercially; maritime norms and
features would need to be recognized and accounted for in blockchain (Joseph 2018). Currently
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no government or jurisdiction has implemented the use of blockchain for legal contracts in the
maritime sector (Joseph, 2018). If and when governments decide to enforce blockchain contracts,
a potential legal issue could arise: if a given blockchain splits through a hard fork (such as the
hard fork of Ethereum that resulted in Ethereum and Ethereum Classic) and the forks disagree on
the validity of contracts and transactions, then which contracts and transactions are enforceable?
(Abadi and Brunnermeier, 2019).
Given some of the complexities of, and challenges with smart contracts, as of 2018 smart
contracts had not been fully implemented outside of cryptocurrency transactions, and many
proposed use cases of blockchain (e.g. in the energy sector) have been found to be infeasible in
the near-to-mid-term.
Regulatory oversight (or lack thereof) presents a challenge in the maritime sector, both
due to the potential legal implications and also in that it presents barriers to the adoption of
blockchain. Parties justifiably perceive the use of blockchain as risky in the absence of
regulatory oversight, and regulatory bodies see little impetus to engage or develop guidelines or
standards, etc. when there is so little use of blockchain in the maritime sector (Botton, 2018).

4.3.3 Energy Consumption and Environmental Impacts of Blockchain
Blockchain may offer the potential to collect and store data on vessel fuel type,
efficiency, and various other environmental attributes, which could enable measurement of
progress toward goals of improved efficiency and reduced emissions in shipping, as well as
facilitating enforcement of standards and regulations in these areas. Data collection and storage
using blockchain technology, however, may come at a significant energy and environmental cost
when considered on a lifecycle basis. The energy consumption of certain blockchain platforms
and systems, and the associated emissions, therefore, have the potential to counteract strategic
goals of minimizing environmental impacts in the maritime sector.
As of late August 2019, the Ethereum network, was estimated to consume 28 kWh per
transaction (the equivalent of ~0.95 typical U.S. households’ daily electricity consumption), with
the entire network consuming 7.18 TWh annually (equivalent to the annual consumption of over
664,700 U.S. households) (de Vries 2019a). The Bitcoin network is estimated to consume 73
TWh of energy annually, producing an estimated carbon footprint equivalent to that of the entire
nation of Denmark (de Vries, 2019b). Ethereum’s energy use may be of particular interest as
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certain blockchain applications in the maritime sector currently use Ethereum. Additionally,
energy consumption and emissions for certain applications in the maritime sector may be
substantially higher than that of an average or typical Ethereum transaction, as complex
transactions (such as those involving smart contracts) require far more computing power, or
“gas” (Skvorc, 2018).
Private, permissioned blockchain platforms are far more efficient than open-source,
public platforms, but come at the cost of decentralization, transparency, immutability,
verification, and other attributes offered by public blockchain.

4.3.4 “Transaction” Costs
Blockchains have the potential to reduce or avoid transaction costs in the form of
intermediary fees, time and processes, or other transactions costs associated with the status quo.
But blockchains—and the equipment, devices, and other system elements required to use
Blockchain—come with their own costs. These costs are highly variable, and in some cases quite
significant. Blockchains themselves are currently expensive to develop: it is unclear whether the
savings in transaction costs promised by blockchain will not be mostly offset—if not exceeded
by—the cost of implementing blockchain in practice (Andoni et al., 2019).
Blockchain system costs include hardware, software, devices and equipment, training,
and services and fees (such as smart contracts fees, the fee for the given application/service,
blockchain platform transaction fees, or blockchain-as-a-service—where members pay for the
use of blockchain nodes, writing data, storage, and which charge by the hour on an ongoing
basis). Upfront costs and ongoing fees can reach hundreds to thousands of dollars per month for
a relatively modest number of contracts and small amounts of data storage (e.g. $500/month for
25 users and 900 smart contracts annually; cost to store 1 kb of text on blockchain: $2.88; cost of
blockchain network membership with 500 GB storage $1.93 per hour, indefinitely) (AWS, 2019;
Monax, 2019; BitInfoCharts, 2019; Skvorc, 2018).
These costs, which do not include the costs of establishing a blockchain platform, or the
devices and equipment necessary to do so, may be prohibitive in many applications, especially
those involving large amounts of data. This was recently the case with a group of several
organizations who were involved in funding and verifying carbon credit activities, and realized
that the data storage requirements would be too expensive using blockchain; the groups opted to
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use blockchain for storage of key data elements only (which needed to be immutable), and used
databases and other tools for other data. These costs may be particularly prohibitive for smaller
companies and developing countries who may not have access to infrastructure or financial
capital necessary to make these investments; yet, these are the very parties that blockchain is
foreseen to help through reducing traditional transaction costs.
Then there is the issue of increased scale, which is typically assumed to lead to per-unit
cost reductions with technological and computing advancements. This may not apply with the
use of blockchain technology, however—though certain devices or equipment may decline in
cost, the overall costs of the system (and cost per transaction, etc.) may continue to increase,
given that computing requirements, bandwidth, and energy requirements increase as the
blockchain network size and processing requirements expand (Reyna et al., 2018; Andoni et al.,
2019). So, the more that the network is used, the more expensive it could be.
The costs of establishing, using and maintaining a blockchain-based system are highly
variable and depend upon the type of platform, the data and storage needs, the number of
participants, and a number of other factors that would depend upon the application and use.
Though they cannot be estimated on a broad, general, basis, these costs are important to consider
in context, for each use case and application.

4.4

Technical Limitations of Blockchain
This section details challenges in applying blockchain technology which may limit its

usefulness or feasibility in many potential or envisioned applications in the maritime sector.

4.4.1 Storage, Transaction Speeds, and Scalability
Blockchain is not designed to store large amounts of data, yet many of the proposed
applications in the maritime sector—especially those related to the Internet of Things (IoT) will
produce vast amounts of data and will require processing and storing that data on a continual
basis, and over the long term. This will require a great deal of processing speed and storage
space, yet these are areas where blockchain technology (and public, permission-less blockchain
in particular) is lacking. While IoT devices can generate GB of data in real-time, in 2018 an
Ethereum full node (the entire copy of the ledger containing the history of transactions) was 46
GB in size (Reyna et al., 2018).
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Blockchain processing speed is also much slower than traditional databases. Public,
permission-less blockchains currently process a small number of transactions per second,
compared to thousands of transactions processed per second by centralized databases. Ethereum
processes an estimated ~15 transactions per second, with more complex transactions such as
smart contracts processed at ~7 per second (Kasireddy, 2017). Queues also develop in response
to a high number of pending transactions (MacManus, 2018), with Ethereum’s pending
transactions queue averaging several thousand transactions at an estimated wait time of 5 to 43
minutes, depending on transaction complexity (Etherscan, 2019); Wait time per transaction for
Bitcoin ranges from 10 minutes to several days (MacManus, 2018).

4.4.2 Integration of Data Communications.
The way data are currently communicated in energy systems also presents a challenge for
integration with blockchain, as many energy systems currently rely on security protocols that are
complex and require centralized authority of infrastructure (Reyna et al., 2018). Another
challenge is the disparity between blockchain architecture requirements and IoT/smart devices or
other systems, as blockchain requires powerful computers and capabilities of significant data
storage far beyond those available in IoT or smart devices (Reyna et al., 2018).

5 Conclusion
Blockchains have been deployed across a range of including in maritime. The strengths
and weaknesses of blockchains lie in their fundamental mechanics. Validation algorithms,
immutable distributed ledgers, and automated smart contracts are appealing for many use cases,
but security concerns around connecting blockchains to IoT and other applications, as well as
high latency and poor storage can hamper blockchain applications.
It is impractical to make definitive recommendations as to whether blockchains represent
an opportunity for maritime users as the technology is relatively nascent, and the array of
possibilities and vulnerabilities is not yet fully understood. Interested parties should consider that
given the uncertainties in costs, benefits, energy and resource use, security and privacy, and other
key variables and potential consequences blockchains may not be appropriate in all applications.
A deeper understanding of the challenges and concerns and related potential
ramifications and consequences of blockchain will be important for maritime stakeholders and
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partners to pursue in the context of each use case. The Use Case companion document to this
report provides a deeper dive into specific use cases, and the benefits and challenges of
employing blockchain to solve existing problems. Maritime stakeholders may benefit most
understanding the risks and benefits included with integrating blockchains into existing
regulatory frameworks; examining the extent of energy and environmental impacts of blockchain
platforms; examining and better understanding the costs associated with blockchain; and,
minimizing security risks of blockchain.
The possibilities blockchains offer are great, and the range of use cases is potentially
broad, but it is important that stakeholders and interested parties consider the full suite of costs
and benefits of blockchains before committing to the technology. An improved understanding of
the potential benefits and pitfalls of blockchains will help stakeholders work towards optimal
solutions to meet shared energy, environment and economic goals in the maritime sector.
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